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Dublin Gas Sustaining
Impetus
THE FORMAL opening of the
newly-designed showrooms in
D'Olier Street on 7 March (full
report next issue) by Dublin Gas
is a further indictment of the
determined position the
'ompany has adopted,
pecially of late, in.relation to
promotional activity.
However, what is even more
encouraging for the industry is
that the various campaigns now
being devised and implemented
necessitate a three-way
involvement between the
product suppliers, Dublin Gas
itself and the installing
contractors.
Take for instance the strategy
behind the concept of the new
Warm Home Centres. Presently
there are seven in the Dublin
region but it is anticipated that
the network will number 10
within a few months.
The basic principle beh ind the
establishment of this new
network allows for practical
demonstrations to an extensive
otential customer base of both
dJe concept of gas central
heating and the type of
appliances available.
The introduction of the
centres was spearheaded by
unday newspaper advertising
and then su pported by a "£25off' campaign distributed by
selective direct marketing to
certain households and the
inclusion of similar information
with gas consumers' regular
bills.
Additionally, a 3-minute
video was "shot" on each centre
for showing within the outlets
and also for concurrent
presentation in D'Olier Street.
To complement this an
arrangement has now been
agreed with Quinnsworth for
showing the videos on their instore networks which are
located at selected outlets.
Even at this early stage
General Sales Manager Paul
O'Shaughnessy told Irish H& V

Changes at Europumps

News that the nett effect of this

activity has been to 'spread the
contact workload right across
the present panel of 43
a uthorised installers.
Installations are now
averaging close on 60+ a week
with the intention being to push
that as high as 150.
Obvious areas for exploitation
in this respect include the muchtalked-about "smokeless zone"
for Ballyfermot where the
potential is said to be in the
region of 9,000 homes. Perhaps
a "Millennium Promotion"
tailored for this purpose would
be appropriate.
See al.w Page 2

EUROPUMPS IS alive and well
and residing in Maynooth (no,
Don Lauhoffhas not entered the
Seminary). It was found
necessary to complement the
Euramo range with other
products, so the amalgamation
with Earthridge International
Ltd was an obvious move
according to Don. Earthridge
International handles the Triton
range of electric showers and
"through the strenuous efforts
of David Addison is now the
market leader," says Don.
The move to Maynooth
means that the pumpcan nowbe
di tributed from a more central
base, and with the addition of
two extra vans a more intensive
cover is given nationwide. The

WE HAVE MOVED
Please note that Pressline Lld - publishers of Irish
H& V News - is now based at No 2 George's Avenue,
Blackrock, Co Dublin. Our Telephone Number-01831596 - remains unchanged while we can now also
be contacted at 01-833179 and Fax 832980.

latest product to be introduced
by Earthridge International is
the Eurotone pressure jet
burner, sales of which have
exceeded all projections in the
past year. The burner
manufactured in Denmark has been successful for several
reasons.
(I) Simplicity of operation with
all Danfoss parts;
(2) Ability to overcome cold
start problems a nd especially on
high pressure boilers;
(3) The fact that it is
manufactured in Denmark
means that it is designed to work
in weather conditions more
severe than our own;
(4) Each unit is test fired prior to
leaving the plant;
(5) It is very competitively priced
To complement the burner,
the Bongioanni cast iron boiler
is also distributed and units up
to 1,000,000.00 BTU's are
a"vailable ex-stock.
David Addison is the expert
with the Triton range, Don
La uhoff and Noel Forster look
after sales, and Kevin Barrett is
responsible for the technical and
administration side

PROCESS CONTROL

•
•
•

Power Supplies
Temperature and Resistance
to Current Transmitters
Isolation Amplifiers

•
•
•
•

Trip Amplifi.ers
Controllers
Digital-convertors
Analog-converters

•
•
•
•

Dividers
Linearisers
PC & PLC interface
Plug-in Modules-Eurocards

• Mallotherm Ltd - "The olle-stop shop /0/' illdustrial illstrumellts" - lIOW has a/ull-cololll' brochure available Oll
the extellsive PR Electrollics rallge.
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Product Review
Blocks
without
clogging
By adding FERNOX LS-I to
the circulating water of the
heating system, most
weeps and small leaks in
those awkward inaccessible
places can be sealed.
FERNOX LS-I forms a soft
internal seal to block the
leak Within 5-50 minutes
without clogging pumps,
valves or air vents.

Clear away
the sludge
ahndtlet the
ea come
through.
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All sludge fouled
y ~I
systems can have
their heating efficiency restored with an appropriate
cleansing treatment. Systems up to about 12 years old can be
cleansed to a state just like new'with FERNOX DS-9; whilst
the heating efficiency of older systems can be improved by
flushing with FERNOX FLOC and separate boiler descaling
with DS-9
Even brand new heating systems benefit from Commission
Cleansing with FERNOX BC-10 This removes light rusting
from radiators, prevents lime scale formation in the boiler
whilst testing, and neutralises any corrosive flux residues.

Gas Leaks?
Spot the trouble
with a bubble.
Pipe joints and connections
can be checked for gas leaks
by the simple application of
FERNOX AC-2 LEAKTEST.
Leaks are pinpointed by the
formation of a bubble or a
stable foam. AC-2 is
NON-CORROSIVE, free
from oil and grease, harmless
to skin, slow drying and
suitable for use on hot or cold
surfaces. FERNOX AC-2 the
inexpensive leak detector.

Ideal for both screwed and compression joints.
FERNOX LS-X does not shrink or crack with age; in central
heating systems this eliminates a possible source of micro
air leaks. LS-X does not set rock hard, so joints can be
undone easily. It can be applied to wet or dry surfaces and
used for making emergency repairs to burst pipes and
leaking radiators.

ISpecifically' . .- -. . . . . .
better for
CorrosionProofing
FERNOX CorrosionProofers have been

~~;~i~~~;~~it
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conditions. MB-1 for systems with cast iron/steel boilers
CP-3 for tubular boilers; and COPAL for systems
'
containing aluminium.
Being specific means NO compromise and the best
performance. It also means more specific features such
as boiler noise and scale prevention, pump lubrication,
and bacterial control. It results In a long lasting CorrosionProofer, not a mere short term inhibitor. These are just
some of the specific factors which have made FERNOX
the professionals choice.

Keeps frost at
bay while the
family's away.
In freezing weather, central
heating systems in unoccupied
buildings can suffer serious frost
damage. A complete drain down
is difficult to achieve and would
result in extensive oxidic corrosion.
Protect with a NON-TOXIC
anti-freeze. Use FERNOX FP-PH
with a FERNOX Corrosion-Proofer
or simply the fully inhibited
'
FERNOX ALPHI-11.
Also available: Refractometers
to check anti-freeze concentration.
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Dublin Gas Warm Home Centres
Root Units
and Fans
& Spares

• Standing: Gerry Fahy, Assistant Chief Executive, Commercial, Bord Gais; Paul Shaughnessy, General Sales
Manager, Dublin Gas; Kevin Bottoms, Sales Operation Manager, Dublin Gas; Marie Foley, Bray Gas Services, Warm
Home Centre; Colm McCabe, General Manager, Dublin Gas; Terry Delahunty, Heatoquip, Warm Home Centre; John
Fagan, Retail Development Manager, responsiblefor Warm Home Centres; Brendan Nolan, Marketing Manager, Bord
Gais. Seated: Ciaran o 'Donovan, Something Different; Paddy Dormer, New Centre offCork St; Shay Kiernan, Heating
Distributors; and Pat Gaffney, Bluebell Heating Centre (Taney Distributors), all Warm Home Centres.

'Wasteful' Tender
Methods
THE MINISTER for Finance,
Ray McSharry, has been urged
by the Society of Chartered
Surveyors to reconsider the
proposed building procurement
methods for the Government's
office decentralisation programme which will lead
inevitably to "a complete waste
of the already depleted
resources of a significant crosssection of the construction
professions and to a proper
quality of buildings".
Thomas D'Arcy, Chairman
of the Society's Quantity
Surveying Division, asserted
that "a procurement method
which enables full independent
consideration and consequent
achievement of the optimum·
design solution and its related
documentation by one
appointed design team and the
pricing of this documentation
by several contractor/developers whether as a tender to build
or build/finance, is the most
cost efficient and most easilyassessed approach.

"The Government's current
method, whereby each tender
submitted by contractors/
developers is usually prepared
using a design team, payment of
whose fees are often conditional
on their tender being accepted,
inevitably wastes professional
resources and encourages
reduced performance by the
design team - in considering
alternative design solutions,
cost-in-use factors, etc. - in
order to minimise the potential
amount ofloss. The contractor/
developer is also encouraged to
produce the cheapest proposal
possible with only secondary
regard being given to standards
of quality.
"The present method also
results in dissimilar tender
proposals whose merits and
demerits must be assessed and
such procedures will require
substantial technical and
administrative input, of which
the cost to the State must also be
considered. "

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol27/iss2/1
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ROOF UNITS, the Dudley
(West Midlands) based
ventilation specialists, have
merged with one of their top
distributors - the Fans &
Spares group, which has its head
office in Aston, Birmingham.
It represents one ofthe biggest
link-ups of its kind in the air
movement sector creating a
group with a turnover of more
than St£20 million employi
nearly 300 people throughou
the UK.
The two organisations are
being brought together in a new
holding company - provisionally named The Air Movement
Group - which will be headed
by Roof Units chairman Ray
Ball
• Roof Units Irish distributor is
Dan Chambers Ltd.

RIAI Critical of ByeLaw Charges
A T A time when the
Government has given a muchneeded boost to Dublin's
building industry with the
Custom House Dockland
Development and the extension
of the designated areas, Dublin
Corporation has made a recent
decision to double the charges
for Bye-Law Approval. This
decision will result in Bye-Law
charges and planning charges
amounting to 2% of total
construction costs, according to
a statement recently issued by
the Royal Institute of Architects
of Ireland. The RIAI statement
reads:
"The Royal Institute of the
Architects of Ireland finds this
situation counter-productive
for the following reasons:
"(1) It is illogical to provide a
range of financial incentives to
encourage much heeded urban
renewal in the city and at the
same time impose additional
financial burdens on development;
"(2) The costs of administering

the building control system have
been estimated at approximately I ~ ofthe construction cost ~
projects concerned. A charge
2% by the Local Authority 1
excessive and must be regarded
as penal for some building types;
"(3) The increased level of
charges would be perceived as
being unfair and will increase
significantly the incidences of
non-eompliance;
"(4) The burden of this further
charge in addition to other costs
which makes construction in the
city more expensive than in
neighbouring areas wil act as a
further disincentive to renewal
and develop;
"(5) On a simple building, where
Bye-Law charges would
represent 2% of construction
cost, the architects fee for the
preparation of the considerable
amount of documentation
necessary for a Bye-Law
application, the architects fee
element would be less than I% of
the total construction cost."
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SPLIT HEAT PUMP WITH INVERTER CONTROL

The world's first Inverter controlled air
conditioners -the very latest in state-of-the-art air
conditioning technology. With running costs up to
30% less than conventional air conditioners. This
outstanding performance is achieved by the unit's
power frequency conversion system which regulates
the compressor to work at variable speeds between
1,800 and 9,000 rpm. Other unique features include
soft start; low run current; quick cool/heat facility;
automatic 7-stage fan speed control; radiant heat
sensor; dehumidifier cooling/heating cycle; "sleep
circuit" for residential users; infra-red remote
control; and two duty sizes.

SPECIFY WITH CONFIDENCE

Above: Ca sette installation, requiring no duct work, greatly speeds
up erection compared with conventional ceiling-buried air
conditioners.
Left: Ceiling suspension type models have two-tone synthetic resin
finish in five sizes.

FULL 3·YEAR WARRANTY

Console floor type models have a
changeable vertical/horizontal air flow
outlet arrangement, and three step
switching - high, low and soft.

The outdoo~ compressor unites) supplied
are ultra-slim and can be positioned at
ground level or located at wall, rooftop,
balcony or passageway.

The compact ultra-slim wall mounted
unit, at only 20cm depth is claimed to be
the slimmest room air conditioner on the
market.

-"

QU.ALITY

QUIETNESS

RELIABILITY

L-----G.l: Phelan Ltd.------J
59 Rock Road, Blackrock, Co. Dublin. Telephone: 832622/833347
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Toshiba - Technical
Excellence

• Toshiba's air-cooled split heat pump with inverter control. Details/rom G T
Phelan.

for virtually every typ~ of light
HAVING FEATURED air
conditioning in the last issue of commercial and residential
application. The model line-up
Irish H & V News, we inadvertincludes window, wall, console
ently ommited the editorial copy
floor, ceiling cassette and ceiling
for Toshiba, which is distributed
throughout the Republic of suspended units. Split-system
heat pump air condi tioners keep
Ireland by G T Phelan Ltd.
the room environment cool in
Toshiba's latest range of air
summer and warm in winter.
conditioning equipment is said
Heat pumps offer all the
to be "state-of-the-art", i.e.
benefits of air conditioning.
incorporating much of the
When operating as a heater they
technical excellence of today's
ac technology, a great deal of take the heat from the outside of
the building (always present
which was pioneered by the
even on the coldest of days) and
company itself.
upgrade it for use inside the
As a top international
building.
company in the highlyIn so doing heat pumps
competitive and fast changing
reduce total energy requireelectrical/electronics industry,
ments and therefore save'
Toshiba is renowned for its
money. As a single system they
'leading-edge' research and
are an efficient alternative to
successful commercial develseparate heating and cooling
opments in other major areas.
In addition to hi-tech air systems.
Installation of a Toshiba split
conditioners, Toshiba produce
system heat pump is quick and
a vast array of other products
and systems for use throughout simple. The indoor unit is
connected by concealed
commerce and industry.
refrigerant piping through a
These cover such diverse
fields as telecommunications, small diameter hole in the wall to
the outdoor slim profile
medical, electronics, office and
condenser unit.
factory automation, nuclear.
This outdoor unit can be sited
Toshiba has pioneered much of
in any narrow space - ground
the technical excellence in
today's air conditioning level, roof top, balcony or
passageway. Neat and unobtechnology.
trusive to meet the most
. Without heavy capital cost,
the most comfortable living and stringent planning requirement.
Toshiba heat pump air
working conditions are now
conditioners provide all-yearachievable with Toshiba's latest
round comfort and are ideal for
state-of-the-art air conditioners.
Whether the requirement is shops, restaurants, offices,
hotels, banks and in the home.
for cooling only, or cooling and
heating from the same unit, Technical Excellence
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol27/iss2/1
there's a Toshiba air conditioner Because of proven research and

DOI: 10.21427/D7MH67
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development achievements
Toshiba has become a market
leader of "new generation" air
conditioning products. Some of
the hi-tech features you'll find
across the Toshiba range
include:
Quiet operation - whatever
the model choice. A microcomputer control system with
IC thermostat for automatic
temperature control. The splittype heat pump models have a
preheat operation to prevent the
release of cold air into the room
before warm air is ready for
discharge. Another feature is
a utomatic defrost facility to
maintain heating performance.

The "last word" in state-ofthe-art air conditioners is the
inverter controlled unit - the
world's first variable capacity
unit. This powerful air
conditioner provides rapid
cooling or heating at the very
time it is required. Yet running
costs are up to 30% less than
those of conventional units.
Toshiba quality and
reliability is legendary. Their
confidence in the technical
excellence of the products is
reflected in the unique Toshiba
3-year parts and labour
guarantee. *
* subject to regular maintenance.

Clyde/De Dietrich
Seminar

• R~y Bra~ier and G~rdon McCabe, Clyde Systems, with Jim Brunswick,
Kevm Breslm & ASSOCiates and Peter McKeown, Clyde Systems.

TO COINCIDE with their
appointment as sole stockists
and distributors for the De
Dietrich range of industrial
heating equipment, Clyde
Systems Ltd held a reception/
seminar in the Royal Marine
Hotel, Dublin last month.
De Dietrich personnel came
to Ireland especially for the
occasion, one ofthem delivering

a lecture on the latest technical
achievements made by the
company. In particular, he
presented an in-depth analysis
of De Dietrich's self-cleaning
concept, details of which will be
carried in full in a future issue of
Irish H& V News.
Those in attendance included
consultants and major h&v
contractors.
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Decentralisation
Programme Wasteful
"IN ITS search for more
apparent competitiveness in the
procurement of buildings, the
Government has adopted most recently in its offices
decentralisation programme methods which are most
wasteful of professional services
and yet deprive the Government
of the means offair comparative
assessment," the Chairman of
the Society of Chartered
Surveyors, Harry Whittaker,
told the Society's Annual
Dinner recently. The Society is
rrently making representtions to Government to
encourage a more far-sighted,
equitable and business-like
approach.
Refering to inner city renewal
and the financial incentives in
designated areas, Mr Whittaker
asserted that: "Within Dublin
this scheme has not been an

overwhelming success. The lack
of a major financial commitment by local authority or
Government, which is a feature
of major rejuvenation schemes
abroad, is lacking here. The
Custom House Docks Development Authority was
presented with vacant possession of an entire site with good
title and is its own planning
authority other developments on a major scale will not
take place unless there is an
unlikely change in attitude
towards development from
policitical councillors or other
vehicles similar to the CHDDA
are crea ted."
On Dublin's Draft Development Plan and its assumption of
a co-ordinated transport
solution, he said: "Until now,
the Government has maintained
an ostrich-like stance in relation

to city transportation. The
result' of continuing inactivity
will inevitably by continuing
decay of the capital city, with
traffic ground to a standstill,
consuming the lead-free petrol
the Government is subsidising.
The money must be found and
the Government should
consider extending the
designated areas to include the
sites earmarked for the Dublin
Transportation Centre."
Urban renewal and the
optimum use of buildings is also
inhibited by current landlord
and tenant legislation whereby a
tenancy cannot continue for
more than three years without
the tenant acquiring rights to a
35-year lease, even where the
tenant doesn't want any such
rights. "The inflexibility of this
situation benefits no one and
adds to urban blight," said Mr
Whittaker. "The Society of
Chartered Surveyors will be
highlighting this issue and
suggesting amendments to
legislation in the near future."

• Paul Hughes, BE, SpecialProjects
Engineer with Flogas plc. He will be
responsible for designing and
installing large-scale industrial LPG
water heating systems.

The Technical Design and
Services Team also includes
Cia ran Costelloe, BE, who's
experience is in LPG
installations and equipment;
Paul O'Connell, BE,anexpert in
bulk facility design as well as
combined heat and power units;
and Dermot Seberry, a
townsgas conversion expert and
a specialist in industrial water
heating.

MANOTHERM LTD.
Stocks our complete line ofcontrols for refrigeration,
air conditioning, heating and ventilation.

•

Manotherm Ltd., 4 Walkinstown Road, Dublin 12, Ireland, Phones: 522365 - 522018 - 522229, Telex 93388, FAX 516919.
10 Knockbracken Park, Belfast BTe OHL, Nothern Ireland, Phone: 645966.
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IDHE Social Events
Shires
Student
Scholarship
AMONG THOSE at the recent
presentation of sponsorship
cheques by Shires Ireland to two
3rd-year Building Services
Technology Degree students
who won the Shires Scholarship
in the College of Technology,
Bolton Street, were: Tony
Hackett, Sales Manager Shires
Ltd; Thomas O'Brien, Longford; Joseph Delaney, Tallaght;
and Oliver McNulty, Bolton
Street.
During the annual prizegiving day function held in the
New Lecture Theatre, Bolton
Street, Oliver McNulty, Head of
the Engineering Technology
Department, thanked the
various firms who provided
su pport for the students and said
"The support and encouragement given to our students, by
these awards, especially in these
n,cessionary times, is very much
appreciated by the College.
It is hoped that they will help
in fostering more effective links
between students and graduates
and also between the College of
Technology, industry and the
profession."
Councillor Patrick Carey,
Chairman of the College
Council and Michael O'Donnell,
Principal of the Bolton Street
College of Technology, also
spoke and welcomed their
guests and students.

WHILE THE IDHE Technical
Programme continues unabated
(see page 28), the Institute's
Social Committee has also been
active, the latest events to be
planned being the golf outing
and Annual Dinner Dance.
First on the calander is the
dinner which will take place in
the Gresham Hotel, Dublin, on
the evening of 22 April.
Supervised car parking
facilities have been arranged
and those wishing to attend are
advised to book early.
The evening is being
sponsored by John Duignan of
C&F Lld though the Social
Committee will be looking for

donations as spot prizes.
The annual golf outing is
scheduled for approximately a
month later (19 May) with
Newlands Golf Club in Dublin
being the venue.
The day is being sponsored by
H&V Distributors Ltd
and golfing members of all
capabilities are invited to
participate, and perhaps even
bring a guest or two.
The time sheet has yet to be
organised but those wishing to
attend either or both of the
aforementioned events should
contact Katrina McTernan at
01-945257.

'DriMaster' for Finheat
NU-AIRE LTD, manufacturer
of air movement products for
heating, ventilation and smoke
control in industrial, commercial
and domestic environments, has
appointed Finheat Ltd as sole
distributor for its DriMaster
anti-condensation unit in the
Republic ofIreland.
Nu-Ai re's DriMaster is a
small, fully-automatic unit,
which is located in the loft above
the stairwell - or in a bungalow
above the entrance hall. The
only visible part of the
DriMaster is a 12" diffuser.
Only one unit is required per

household and running costs are
said to be negligible because the
DriMaster utilises existng warm
air in the loft which would
normally escape through the
roof. The unit is fully automatic
and, once installed, only requires
filter cleaning.
Nu-Ai re has produced a video
- in co-operation with BBC's
Thats Life presenter Bill
Buckley - in which homeowners explain how DriMaster has
eliminated condensation in their
homes. Copies are available
from Finheat Ltd.

New from
C&F/Glowworm
THE NEW Foundryman gas
fire from Glow-worm is cast in
solid iron and styled in a solid
brass trim giving it a traditional
appearance.
The centre-piece of the
Foundryman is its live,
flickering flames while the
efficient heat exchange unit in
the canopy enables the gas fire to
both convect and radiate
warmth.
There are five different heat
settings ranging from 1.1 Kw
with a 3,900 Btu/h output up to
3.1 Kw, which gives 10,7
Btu/h output.
Glow-worm has also
introduced two new boilers the 60F and the' Spacesaver
Mkll.
The 60 F is the fanned flued
version of the new style
Spacesaver which gives greater
installation flexibility as it can
be mounted away from an
outside wall.
Heat output is 40/60,000
Btu/h, (11.72 - 17.59 kW). Its
height is 788 mm (31 "); width
480 mm (18"); depth to wall
343mm (13V/').
Glow-worm has re-designed
the Spacesaver boiler Mk 11,
squaring off the corners to give it
a more compact, modern shape.
This makes it fi t more compactly
between a run of wall units.
There are five models in t
balanced flue Spacesaver Mk II
range with heat outputs ranging
from 20,000 up to 80,000 Btu/h.

IDHE/Coppercraft/Alfa-Laval Lecture

• Harry Pattison, IDHE Chairman, doing the introductory comments to the
in the Montrose Hotel,

capacity attendance at the IDHE technical lecture
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol27/iss2/1
Dublin. See also Plumblines (Page 28).
DOI: 10.21427/D7MH67
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• Vi?cent Duffy, President IDHE with Oliver Reddy, Secretary, CIBSE; Bill
Penrt.cl!", Hon. Secretary, IDHE; Harry Pattison, Chairman, IDHE; David
Mad/gan, Coppercraft;and OlofObrant, Alfa.Laval, who delivered the lecture.
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Pump and Smallbore Heating
SystemsThe Do's and Don'ts
By W G Penr;ce, M/HOE,

eue DIP

Before addressing the
subject of the· pumped
system, I feel it is necessary
to give a little background
on what went before it. In
order to do this it was
ecessary therefore, to dig
nto the archives to see'
what was going on.
Pumps could be
described as the heart of a
central heating system, but
it wasn't always that way. In
fact, it isn't too long ago
when a pump (or water
circulator, as it was called in
the beginning) was not used
at all. It is only in the last 30
years or so when the
installation of a full central
heating system was a very
costly undertaking and
beyond the means of most
people. At that time heating
systems were designed on
the gravity circulation
principal and fired by a solid
fuel boiler, usually of the
closed type, controlled by a
hermostat. Heat was
generated by the boiler and
dissipated by fairly large
pipes which carried the
water throughout the house
by gravity circulation. This
heat was wasted in the
roofs pace and beneath the
ground floor.
Moreover, this method of
gravity circulation did not
provide the householder
with an easy means of
reducing the temperature of
his radiators - the only way
was via the boiler thermostat
and this resulted in a large
temperature drop at the
cylinder - which was
unsatisfactory. This meant
that, in milder weather, the
radiators were either hotter
than they need be or had to
be turned off completely. It
wasn't unknown for
householders to control
their central heating by

B

A
b-boil..

~:~~systcem

-(<<Cl and rxpansion unk
v -open vent

le

A. Pump in return, feed and
expansion into suction.
B. Pump into return, feed
and expansion into delivery.
C. Pump in flow, feed and
expansion pipe into boiler
return.

c
the air cocks on top floor
In case A the vent pipe
radiators so that in order to
must be carried above the
release air the pump must
tank water lineto a height
exceeding the pump head to be stopped.
In case C with the pump in
prevent water discharging,
with high pump heads this is the flow, the feed and vent
arrangement are in balance:
often impossible.
the heating system being
In case B the vent pipe is
under pressure from the
not subject to the pump
pump the air release
head and no extra height is
presents no difficulty.
necessary, but there is a
tendency to draw air in at
opening the windows. All of
this led to the desirability of
a more efficient system of
central heating for private
houses at a cost within the
reach of a greater number of
people.
A great amount of
research was undertaken by
D V Brook (Domestic
Appliance Department); SA
Burke BSc, M.lnst.F, (British
Coal Utilisation Research
Association); and G H Bye,
BSc, also of BCURA. As a
result of this research over
five years the small bore
systems using very small
pipes and a circulating
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pump was designed, the
main object being to reduce
the cost of installation in an
existing house, since these
small pipes could be run
unobtrusively along skirting
boards and did not involve
the cost of structural
alterations and redecoration
to conceal the larger pipes.
There was also some
emphasis on fuel economy
and the testing of various
types of controls using the
small pipe systems was
carried out by BCURA in six
trial houses hear
Leatherhead, Surrey, during
the winter of 1955/56.

OIL INTEREST
Soon after this the oil
companies became
interested in this new
development, and
mainly due to the increased
demand for motor spirits,
they found themselves with
a surplus of kerosene and
gas oil. Small bore heating
installations were an ideal
outlet for this market and a
sales campaign was
launched which was called
"Mrs 1970"-ltcould be
said that this was the start of
a new industry. Business
was booming but there was
a problem - heating
engineers were scarce, so
the fuel companies turned to
the plumber, who was well
aquainted with small bore
piping; but some education
was required in design and
installation techniques.
Training programmes
were set up by the Coal
Utilization Council and the
oil companies. Contracting
companies were
encouraged to send their
operatives on these courses
with a view to these
companies being
recognised as either
appointed installers, backed
by the oil companies, or in
the case of solid fuel, they
were known as CUC
approved installers. I think it
is fair to say that the solid
fuel industry had the biggest
share of the market up until
about 1965. The
introduction of the "Clean
Air Act" in 1956 (in the UK)
certainly helped, entire
estates were being
converted from open fires to
roomheaters using
smokeless fuel, and, of
course, gravity circuits to
the hot water cylinder with a
pumped heating circuit.
From 1965 onwards the oil
companies really took over
- boilers were installed in
outside coal sheds or In
garages, some of these
systems still incorporated
gravity circuits to the
cylinder with a manual type
of mixing valve which could
be regarded by some as a
better system than we have
today. (I have it on good
authority that the oil storage
tank - similar to today's
open 100 gallon version which was used for the first
domestic oil installation was
Irish H& V News, March 1988
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more compact and powerful
sited in the roof space.
pump, requiring less
Perish the thought!!).
support and able to
However, in the main, fully
withstand higher
pumped systems really took
temperatures.
over; in many cases,
Consequently, in modern
employing two pumpssystems, the ideal location
one to the cylinder circuit
for the pump is on the "flow
and the other to the heating
. pipe" after the vent and cold
circuit, controlled by
feed pipes, establishing a
thermostats.
neutral point in system and
While pumps
where air release presents
revolutionised all sectors of
no difficulty (see diagrams).
the heating industry, there
(2) Sizing: The sizing of the
are certain rules which are
pump is determined by the
of cardinal importance and,
boiler size, which in turn is
if ignored, could do
sized to meet the heating
irreperable damage to a
and hot water requirements
system and lead to a total
for the system and to cope
lack of heating comfort for
with the pressure drop
the central heating owner.
across the system.
These are: (1) Siting of
(3) Bypass: Experience has
pump in relation to open
taught us that the extensive
vent pipe and cold feed to
use of thermostatic valvessystem; (2) Sizing of pump
combined with thermostatic
to meet system
control to the hot water
requirements; (3) Fitting of
cylinder in the modern
by-pass (where necessary);
heating system - can often
and (4) Flushing the system.
result in a total sh utdown of
Lets examine the above
the system. Under these
points individually.
conditions a bypass - fitted
(1) Siting (see diagrams):
between the flow and return
Incorrect siting of the pump
pipes - should be regarded
€an lead to all sorts of
as essential and so prevent
problems such as corrosion,
pumping over into the
which is probably lised as
expansion tank causing
·"Pump Enemy No. 1",
aereation of the system.
leading to pump failure.
(4) Flushing of system:
There are two main types of
Domestic central heating
corrosion - (a) Magnetite
systems comprise a
and (b) Oxide. These types
variety of materials - steel
of corrosion can be avoided
panel radiators, copper or
with just a little care and
steel pipework, brass valves
attention.
and galvanised tanks. Any
(a) Magnetite (Black
study of corrosion must take
Oxide Sludge) account for
into account this mixture of
the vast majority of pump
materials and the quality of
failures. The magnetisable
properties of the black iron
the water and other factors
such as water temperature,
oxide are attracted to the
flow rate, ingress of air via
magnetic field of the pump
motor causing clogging and
the vent pipe or tiny leaks.
These factors, combined
seizure.
with excess flux and jointing
(b) Red Oxide (Rust),
usually caused by the
paste left in the system, all
add up to a fairly dirty
system being constantly
aerated. Pump failure is
system. It therefore follows
usually the first indication of
that the flushing out of these
impurities are bound to lead
this problem, followed by
to a fairly healthy systemmore serious problems,
which all adds up to
such as pin holing of
comfort and efficIency for
radiators.
the user. Finally, the system
In the beginning it was
considered that fitting the
should be dozed with a good
pump on the return was the
quality inhibitor.
ideal position due to the
cooler water temperature
and thereby not causing
damage to the motor by
overheating. Since then
advances in technology in
the manufacture of pumps
has produced a smaller,
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol27/iss2/1
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HighlyCompetitive
Marketplace
Given the type of downturn
the building industry has
experienced in recent times
- especially in relation to
domestic housing startsit's not surprising that the
pump market in relation to
this sector is highlycompetitive. The
marketplace is extremely
price-sensitive at present
with today's price per unit in
no way reflecting the vast
improvement in pump
technology and subsequent
efficiency and failure rate.
However, in recent

GrundfosPioneers in
Pump
Technology
Intensive market
investigation - allied to an
extensive R&D programme
leading to constant quality
control checks and
continuous improvements in
production methods - are
the key factors behind
Grundfos' leading position
in the pump marketplace. In
fact Grundfos are the largest
manufacturers of circulators
in the world.
The diversity of the range

months some semblence of
order would appear to be
prevailing.
Additionally, new areas of
market potential have been
identified. General industry,
agriculture, aquaculture and
specialist requirements are
now being better catered for
with pump manufacturers
targeting research and
development to solve
specific problem areas.
So, while the domestic
sector has undoubtedly
contracted to some extent
- though the demand could
still be as high as 60,000
units for 1988 - a targeted
marketing approach could
lead to further development
and expansion in other
areas offering more growth
potential.

covers virtually all pumping
requirements including
circulators, submersible
pumps and single and multistage centrifugal pumps.
While the development of
new products in each of
these categories is vitally
important, the same
attention to detail is applied
to making continuous
adjustments, no matter how
minor, when the
marketplace requires it.
This ensures a product
development process based
on customers' needs and at
the same time maintains
Grundfos' leading position
market wise.
A typical example is the
common circulator pump
for heating systems. In the

• The trew Series 200 UMCIUPC multi-speed circulator from Grundfos.
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LOWARA

(IRELAND) LIMITED

•

HIGH-TEK Stainless Steel Pumps
HIGH-TEK IS:
- The new way to manufacture pumps
- The expression of the state of art technology in deep forming
stainless steel applied to pumps
- The wide range of single stage centrifugal pumps derived from the
ISO standard, in chrome-nickel steel.

THE PRODUCT
A horizontal centrifugal
pump with hydraulic
c;:haracteristics and pump
end dimensions according
to European standards.
This type of construction
allows internal inspection
of hydraulic parts without
removal of pipework (back
pull-out design). The
exclusive characteristic
that makes this pump
special is the material used
for its construction:
STAINLESS STEElI

PUMP TECHNICAL
DATA
- Capacity upto 100
mc/hr
- Head upto 60 m
- Power from 1,5kW to
11kW
- Maximum operating
pressure 12 bar
- Liquid temperature: from
-20 oC to +90 oC in the
standard version (version
from -30 oC to +11 ooC
available on request)
- Counter clockwise
rotation from pump end
side

APPLICATIONS
HIGH-TEK pumps are ideal
for water and many other
liquids transfer in the civil
industrial and agricultural'
installations.

CHARACTERISTICS
- Single impeller centrifugal close-coupled pump with axial suction
and radial delivery. Compact construction for easy installation in
cramped spaces without the need of a base plate. Size of the
hydraulic end in accordance with ISO standard.
- Suction and delivery flanges according to UNI 2236, DIN 2532
(PN1 0) STANDARDS. Counter-flanges supplied on request.
- Stainless steel impeller, particularly resistant to corrosion and
wear, connected to the shaft by impeller nut and located by key.
- Replaceable wear ring in double-surfaced stainless steel, for
maximum hydraulic efficiency.
- Mechanical seal housing /back plate engineered in stainless steel,
complete with adaptor in a light alloy, for maximum stability and
ruggedness. Special construction to ensure lubrication of the
various mechanical parts in all possible installation positions.
- Mechanical seal housing according to ISO 3069 (DIN 24960)
standards.

LOWARA

(IRELAND) LIMITED

LOWARA (IRELAND) LIMITED
'Unit 59, Broomhill Drive, Tallaght, Co. Dublin. Telephone 520266 Telex 91190 L1DY
Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 1988
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year 1986/87 Grundfos sold
The CR8 will gradually
over3.5 million units which
replace the established CP8,
accounted for more than
although the CP8 will
50% of the total world
continue in production
market for circulator pumps
for replacement purposes,
in that period. In other
with CP8 spares available
words, every other
for many years. The new
circulator sold throughout
pump provides greater
the world in that time carried
efficiency, as well as
the name Grundfos.
improved NPSH curve,
As already indicated, new
smaller more compact
innovations and
dimensions and reduced
weight.
improvements to existing
lines are constantly being
Covering flows from 6 to
12 M/hr, the CR8 offers 13
introduced. Taking the
former first, the latest
performance variations at
example is the Series 200
heads up to 205 meters, with
UMC/UPC new generation
a liquid temperature range
commercial circulators
of -20C to +120C.
These multispeed
Models CR8-10 to CR8120 have a maximum
circulators include significant
operating pressure of 16
advances in the electronic
bars, while models CR8-140
controls within the pump
to CR8-200 can operate at
head which allow for greater
system pressures up to 25
energy efficiency and easier
bars.
installation. All have three
As with the entire CR
duty ranges which can be
range, the CR8 is suitable
changed manually by
for numerous water supply
rotating and lifting the
applications, including
selector plug, or
industrial transfer and
automatically when
cooling circuits, boiler feed,
controlled remotely.
pressure boosting and
When used in conjunction
distribution for factories,
with appropriate controls,
high-rise dwellings and
multispeed saves energy by
offices.
tailoring motor speed to
As with the entire
system requirements.
Grundfos range, the new
Fluctuations in ambient
units continue the tradition
temperature can account for
of using fabricated stainless
increasingly high running
steel for vital components
costs in heating systems.
such as impellers,
This is where multispeed's
intermediate chambers and
3-speed duty really saves
outer sleeve. This material
energy.
combines strength, light
In addition to on/off,
weight and resistance to
manual and automatic
corrosion, ensuring
switching provided on the
sustained performance,
terminal box cover,
long life and operational
Grundfos has incorporated
efficiency.
a heat-sensing overload
It is this emphasis on
switch in the motor terminal
quality - coupled with the
block, thus protecting the
same attention to servicing
motor against burn-out.
the marketplace by way of
Resetting the motor can
ex-stock availability and
then be carried out
prompt response to queries
manually or automatically.
and requests - that has
This facility eliminates the
contributed to the success
need for additional external
of Grundfos (Ireland) Ltd.
protection and simplifies
Since its formation in 1984,
electrical installation.
the company has grown in
Getting on to product
strength and stature to a
range upgrading, Grundfos
point where it now occupies
has only recently introduced
a leading position within the
Model CR8 to strengthen its
marketplace.
range of vertical mUlti-stage
Full details on the entire
in-line pumps. Designed to
Grundfos pump range are
meet the needs of industrial
available from Grundfos
end users, the new CR8
(Ireland) Ltd, Unit 34,
extends the performance
Stillorgan Industrial Park,
capability of the CR range,
filling the gap between CR4
Blackrock, Co Dublin, (Tel:
954926).
and
CR16
models.
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol27/iss2/1
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• Water booster systems from Lowara. Sphere units and block units _
Automatic b~oster units with diap'hr.agm tanksfordomestic uses. Thejetpumps,
thanks to theirfeatures ofself-priming and the suction up to a depth of9 meters,
are part~cularly recommended·whe.re water is mixed with gases, or water beds
are subject to seasonal changes In level. Surepress jet _ Booster units to
ov~rcome any problems re~ated to l!ri",;ing, even for direct suctionfrom a well,
sUitable fo~ sm~ll and me~/um applicatIOns. Surepress is a new,patentedtype of
booster Unit which embodies themost advanced electronic technology applied to
thisjield andfully meets the modern requirements.

Lowara
'High-Tek'
Stainless
Steel
Following the very
successful launch of the
Lowara C-Range of
stainless steel centrifugal
pumps, the company is now
set to increase and expand
its activities in the industrial
sector. The product that will
hopefuly make a major
impact in this field is the
new range of "High-Tek"
stainless steel and suction
pumps.
Like the C-Range of
pumps, the new "High-Tek"
pumps are manufactured
from polished stainless steel
plates which are laser cut,
cold formed and welded on

flexible robotic lines. The
extensive use of stainless
steel in lieu of other
materials leads to greater
efficiencies and makes the
pumping of alimentary
liquids, hot water and
aggressive fluids possible.
For further details see the
display advertisement.
This exciting new
development means that
Lowara (I) Ltd can now
supply their "made to
measure", fully-automatic
mains booster systems and
fire-hose reel systems
without any cast iron parts
whatsoever.
Other products within the
Lowara portfolio include:
- FUlly automatic well
pump and booster systems;
- Stainless steel selfpriming pumps;
- Centrifugal multi-stage
vertical pumps;
- Submersible drainage
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and sewage pumps;
- Borehole submersible
pumps;
- Pressure vessels for hot
and cold water from Sit to
500 It;
Circulators for heating
systems;
- Water softeners, metering

pumps and filters;
- Desmi marine pumps.
For further details contact
Niall Power, Sales Director,
Lowara (I) Ltd, Unit59,
Broomhill Drive, Tallaght
Industrial Estate, Dublin 24,
(Tel: 01-520266); Telex
91190.

Euramo-

being an integral part of the
second largest heating
pump manufacturing group
in the world. Hence the
introduction of the Gold
Pump.
But a product is only as
good as the people behind it
and Euramo, who have been
established in Ireland for 16
years, have built a
distribution system based
on a unique van delivery
system.
Cold water pumps from
Euramo were never sold to
any great extent in Ireland
but this will be rectified in
June of this year, when a
new range of competitivelypriced cold water pumps will

The one
with The
Golden
Touch
uramo is the circulator
ith the golden touch in the
domestic pump market in
Ireland. Their success in a
fiercely-competitive marketplace has been built on
quality and service,
epitomised by the high
standards of the plant in
France which stem from

be launched. Packaged cold
and hot water booster sets
will also be available.
Euramo claims to be the
biggest stockist of
industrial circulators in the
country with a pump to suit
all requirements (well nearly
all) available ex-stock.
The Zoom pump which is
unique to Euramo,
continues to be a big seller
in the replacement market.
Pumps that have long
ceased production can now
be replaced without
alteration to pipework. This
has been achieved in the
Zoom by the telescopic
movement of one flange.
This unit is available both in
the domestic and industrial
range.
Euramo pumps are
available from Earthridge
International Ltd,
(incorporating Europumps),
Maynooth, Co Kildare. Tel:
Don Lauhoff, Kevin Barrett
or Davi d Add ison at 01286711/286845); Telex:
92341 EAIN. See advert also.

HolfeldCompetitivenessKey
Factor
Over the last two years
Holfeld Pumps, the Dublinbased manufacturers, have
been continually improving
and expanding their range
of pumping equipment
which they offer to the
building services sector. It is
a policy of Holfeld Pumps to
continually expand and
improve their product range
to suit the ever-changing
market demands.
Holpak - which is Holfeld
Pumps own brand namecovers cold water booster
sets, packaged fire hosereel
booster sets, oil transfer sets
and sealed system
pressurisation sets.
With the introduction of
the Holpak "Light

Holpa~APac
mpSystem

\Mithan

International
Reputation
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Commercial" HCH
packaged twin-pump
booster set, designed
specifically with the
commercial and light
industrial market in mind,
Holfeld Pumps now offer a
more competitively-priced
pumpset but maintaining
the same standards and sti 11
providing the ever important
standby pump facility.
These systems have been
installed in restaurants,
small shopping complexes,
schools, clinics and small
factories etc.
One of the main
advantages is that the light
commercial Holpak booster
is compact and can be
installed where space is a
premium. As the activity in
the building sector
continues to decline,
contractors and specifiers
alike are continually looking
for "savings", and the price
range of the Holpak HCH
light commercial pump set
has made savings possible
on the pumping plant

without adversely affecting
quality.
All around us technology
is continually changing our
lives and this trend is also
true in the pumping field.
As a result of this Holfeld
Pumps have been
developing their own range
of variable speed pump sets
and cold water booster sets.
The last 12 months or so has
seen a marked increase in
interest in this approach to
pumping. There are obvious
savings in running costs as
pumps will only use the
power to do a specific duty
and no more.
The improvement in
control technology allows
the pumping plant to be
more finely and accurately
controlled than anything we
have been used to in the
past, and variable speed
control has been one of the
major developments in this
area. As a result of this,
Holfeld Pumps now offer the
client a complete range of
variable speed cold water

Consolidated Pumps Limited
Knockmeenagh Road, Newlands Cross,
Clondalkin, Dublin 22.
Tel: 593471 Telex: 30489
The CAW2 type is available for an automatic alternate system by
two pumps. This operation is performed in combination with a
standard CA2 type pump.
The procedure of operation is as follows:
No. 1

No. 2

No. 1

No. 2

No. I

No 2

• The compact, cost-saving Holpak HCH booster.

booster sets, more
commonly known as
cascade systems. The
pump sets offered are
custom-built to specifically
suit client requirement!!.
The basic principal of
operation is that one pump
is controlled by a frequency
invertor which automatically
monitors the speed of one
pump, and as the system
demand rises the additional
pump (or pumps) are
brought into service in
sequence, giving a much
smoother pumping
condition and dramatically
reducing excessive pressure
and water surge problems.
Recently Grundfos
introduced their new "Series
200" range of inline

glandless heating
circulating pumps, offering
built-in overloads and
simpler speed selection and
inthecaseoftwin
'
circulators automatic
changeover facility, Added
to this, with the continuous
improvement in the Holpak
range of packaged pumping
equipment, Holfeld Pumps
can now offer a much more
flexible and complete range
of packaged pumping
equipment to the building
services market, bearing in
mind of Course that
competitiveness is still an
all-important factor.
Details from H R Holfeld
(Hydraulics) Ltd, 2-4
Merville Road, Stillorgan,
Co. DUblin, (Tel: 887361).

GRP- The

task the GRP development
team faced was finding the
right resin matrix. A
materials testing team of
Ingersoll-Rand's research
and development facility in
Princeton, N.J., spent the
first critical months
screening over 60 different
fiberglas resins in hundreds
of combinations.
After thorough materials
analysis, the engineers
selected Dow Chemical
Company's Derakane
thermoset vinyl resin as the
primary constituent of the

Pump that
No 2 pump stops

Walet' le\lel r,ses and No I
pUmp starts

No.2 pump is equipped with a relay which directs it to operate
only on every second increase in the water level.
NO.1 pump is an ordinary CA2 pump.
The performance of the CAW2 pump is
the same as the ordinary CA2 pumps.
In case alternate operation, all the
float switches should be installed in
correct position as illustration.

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol27/iss2/1
DOI: 10.21427/D7MH67
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passed the
Acid Test
When the Pump Group of
the Ingersoll-Rand company
set out to develop a new
glass-reinforced polymer
(GRP) pump that would
meet the demanding
requir!'!ments of corrosive
fluids applications, the first
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glass-reinforced molded
parts. Although Derakane
470 was the best readymade, high temperature
material for the job, it still
needed to be improved.
Further development
resulted in a glassreinforced composite
material that is unique and
proprietary to IngersollRand.
In extensive tests
conducted at Princeton and

~l-2~~~-\I!I~_._• •"

..

• •~~- inmaterial
the field, the proprietary
has proven to be

• GRP- Thejibreglasspump with a differencefrom Consolidated Pumps Ltd.

structurally sound while
giving across-the-board
protection against the three
most widely-used types of
corrosive fluids - caustics,
organics, and acids.
The next challenge faced
by the research team was
the development of a pump
design specifically for this
new material. Other
companies had adapted
fibreglass to existing metal
pump designs, resulting in
pumps with severe

structural problems.
Impellers cracked, and
fluids tended to "wick" - or
seep - through the casing.
Nozzles tended to break off.
To overcome these
problems, the development
team adopted a new
approach: the pump would
be created from the
bed plate up. It would not be
based on existing metal
pump designs, or, for that
matter, use existing
fibreglass pump concepts.
A unitized pump casingincluding both inlet and
discharge flanges - was
designed. The GRP pump's
unique polygon impeller
shaft and shaft sleeve drive
are based on a design that
has been used for years on
Ingersoll-Rand high-speed
centrifugal compressors. It
results in a significant
reduction in the stress
raisers that are normally
found with the conventional
key or threaded metal inset
impeller drives.

F~ comprehensive range of equipment
for the Building Services Industry

For the full range of Flygt submersible pumps and mixers, WorthingtonSimpson standard centrifugal pumps, spares and service
contact:

FLYGT PUMPS LTD
44 Broomhill Close Airton Road
Tallaght Dublin 24
Phone(01) 524444
Telex 30606
Fax 524795
Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 1988
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The parts and complete
pumps were exhaustively
tested to measure structural
and performance
characteristics.
This testing confirmed
that the GRP pump could
satisfy design demand for
structural integrity,
consistency, corrosion
resistance, and performance
efficiency.
The GRP pump is

currently available from
stock. Eight sizes are
planned covering a
discharge size range from 1
to 6 inches and offering
flows from 5 to 100 gpm with
heads up to 200 feet.
Full details are available
from Consolidated Pumps
Ltd., Knockneenagh Road,
Newlands Cross,
Clondalkin, Dublin 22, (Tel:
593471 ).

April Features
Sanitaryware &
Equipment
Chimneys, Flues &
Refractories

• With the addit~on oft~e new CR8, Grundfos CR Vertical Multistage in-line
pump,s n~w consIst of SIX model ranges, suitable for numerous water supply
applicatIOns.

WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTORS

Incorporating Euro Pumps (Ireland)

Agents/or EURAMO Circulating Pumps
Agentsfor TRITON Electric Showers
Agents/or EUROTONE Oil Fired Burners
Agents/or BONGIONANNI Cast-Iron BOilers

WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTORS

Maynooth, Co. Kildare, Ireland.
Telephone: (01) 286711/286845 Telex: 92341

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol27/iss2/1
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The success story that is
Redbro Ltd today is a classic
example of the entrepreneurial
"self·made" mould whereby the
confidence and skill of one
individual has led to the creation
of a highly·influential trading
operation. In Redbro's case the
individual concemed is Frank
Brophy and the scale of the
achievement can be judged by
the extent of the operation
which began trading out of a
garage over 15 years ago and
now has two manufacturing
plants with associated stores
and office facilities.
Frank Brophy has always
been involved in some segment
of the industry with a particular
interest in the mechanical side.
With a former employer he had
proved that air handling units
could be successfully made in
Ireland - albeit under licence
as he saw it then - without too
much difficulty. However, that
exercise proved to be a one-off
experiment so shortly
afterwards Frank realised that, if
he was to control his own
destiny, then he would have to
be in charge of the entire

• Frank Brophy - In recognition ofits success to date it was indicative that
Frank Brophy's Redbro Ltd should have received the "IDAIWang Company of
the Month Award" last September.

operation.
. Consequently, in 1972 he set
up in business with two others
- one of them being Mick
Reddin - as co-shareholders
and directors. They began in a
small way with the realisation
that they had to establish a
secure base if any production
activity was to be engaged in.
Thus they concentrated on
agency/distribution business
for a number of years,
beginning with exclusive rights
for the Trox and Eltron ranges.
Less than 12 months after
set-up, they were joined by a
former colleague - John
Ennis who is now Sales
Director - and with this small
team they proceeded to carve
out a special niche for
themselves in the marketplace.
However, as the business
developed the other
shareholders were bought out
by Mr Brophy with Mick Reddin
being the last to depart in 1979.
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This was a parting much
regretted by Frank but which
was unavoidable given Mick's
desire to get out of the business
altogether. Having tried to
persuade him otherwise, Frank
eventually accepted the
situation and reluctantly bought
his shares. This left Frank as
the sole shareholder, a situation
which has not altered.
MANUFACTURE BEGINS
Shortly afterwards the decision
was made to embark on the
manufacturing programme
which had always lain dormant
just beneath the surface of
Redbro's activities. The IDA was
approached and within a
manner of weeks the operation
was off the ground.
Recognising the company's
shortcomings - especially in
the technical and R & D sphere
- a policy-decision was made
to begin, initially at least,
manufacturing other-branded

products under licence. And so
it came to pass that Redbro set
up a manufacturing process to
produce HMC air handling units
and Heatovent storage heaters.
However, since then a great
deal of time and effort has been
invested in developing the
company's own R & D facilities
with various developments
taking place over the years to
arrive at the point where, while
Redbro still manufacturers
heaters under licence for
Heatovent, the air handling
units produced by the company
now carry the Redbro brand.
To begin with there was a
certain resistance to lrish·made
produce, especially in the AC
side of the business. Latterly
however, the industry has
accepted the units for what they
are - top-quality air handling
units manufactured to exacting
standards capable of matching
all other makes available on the
marketplace.
Additionally, Redbro's efforts
at controlling as much as
possible of the manufacturing
process led to other unplannedfor areas of potential. Now there
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diffusers, multi·leaf and fire
dampers, external louvres, door
panels, elimators, sound
attenuators, high-pressure
equipment, volume flow rate
controllers, fans, filters and
lLAC Centre, Dublin; Civic Offices, Dublin; lOA Offices, Wilton
roof-mounted fans.
Place; Cadburys, Dublin; Elan, Athlone; A1lergan, Mayo; Garda
ELTRON - Heating elements,
HQ, Dublin; AlB, Belfast; Kerry Co-Op; Mater Hospital, Dublin;
special elements and unit
Moneypoint Generating Station; Guinness; Avonmore
heaters made to order,
Creameries, Co Kilkenny; Waterford Glass; Bon Secours
immersion heaters, acid vat
Hospital, Cork; St James's Hospital, Dublin; Northem
special immersion heaters,
Telecom, Galway; Ballygowan Water; University CoUege
standard and flameproof duct
Galway; Beamish & Crawford, Cork; St Stephens Green
heaters, fan and infra-red
Shopping Centre; National Lottery Offices; Nuclear Energy
convertor heater, oil line and
Board; Beaumont Hospital; Sherwood Medical.
outflow heaters, gas and
circulation heaters.
STIEBEL ELTRON - Electric
water heaters for hand basins,
showers and baths, immersion
heaters, fan heaters, convertor
almost fool-proof.
currently under test with the
heaters, storage heaters,
Graphs and technical
National Standards Authority of
sWimming'pool heaters, solar
specifications - which are
panels and heat pumps.
Ireland.
presented in an easy-to·
These tests and the
SOPAC - Room thermostats,
understand, cross-referred
subsequent approval seals
frost thermostats, heating/air
manner - cover everything
anticipated are particularly
conditioning thermostat,
from the correct fans, coils,
important given NSAI's
combination switch units,
filters, dampers and
harmonisation with regard to
cylinder control valves,
attentuators needed depending
other test houses withi n the EC.
thermostatic radiator valves,
on the given air handling
Frank Brophy has always
clamp on thermostats, boiler
requirement
striven for excellence in terms
thermostats, remote and self
However, Redbro's move into contained industrial
of quality, a factor which is even
the export market should not
thermostats.
more critical today now that
be seen as a move away from
Redbro's sights are firmly set
VORTICE - Window and wall
the home scene. Farfrom it.
on the export market.
mounted extract fan, toilet and
The company's intention is to
Similarly, design
bathroom extractor fans, desk,
maintain and indeed
advancements in the AC side of
wall and freestanding oscilating
consolidate its position here in
the business are also opening
fans, cooker hoods.
Ireland. Nonetheless, given its R commercial/industrial vacuum
up export potential. This is
& D, technical and production
cleaners.
particularly true in respect of
capabilities
and
the
spare
the
Pen-to-Post
framework
for
EUROGUAGE - Oil contents
OWN DESIGN INPUT
capacity of its Irish
the air handling units. Pen·toguages, float type, hydrostatic
While Redbro continues to
manufacturing plants - a vast
Post is a method of engineering
and pneumatic, overfill alarms,
manufacture storage heaters
potential awaits exploitation on
oil filters and thermometers.
under licence for Heatovent, the which is universally understood
the intemational front.
HEATOVENT - Storage
models in the range now reflect and generally regarded as the
Given the company's
heaters, electric fan convectors,
way forward in this industry
a significant design input from
insistance
on quality - and its
air warmers, tubular heaters,
sector.
Redbro. Over the years they
belief in gaining the most
fan heaters, flame-proof
have upgraded this range and
comprehensive approval seals
heaters, convector heaters and
now incorporate new advanced NEW CATALOGUE
possible in respect of each
specials.
As if to endorse and indeed to
controls which they have
country
it engages in - it's
CHIDLOW - Radiant panel
capitalise
still
further
on
this
developed into the units.
highly likely that international
convector heaters, fan storage
development Redbro has just
Additionally, much time and
success is also on the cards.
radiators, convector heaters.
recently introduced a most
effort has been spent in
SMITH METERS - Time
developing heating products of comprehensive air handling
switch and central heating
unit catalogue. But it is also
its own. The latest and most
programmers, zone control
much more besides. This fullsignificant achievement in this
valves.
colour brochure is almost like a
respect has been the recent
PACTROL - Range of electric
ready·rekoner which, in
introduction of the innovative
TROX - Grilles, linear and
and gas controls for domestic
Warm·Ray heater. This is a very experienced hands in
special. grilles, slot and ceiling
and industrial applications.
particular, makes unit selection
advanced product which is

are three other facets to the air
handling manufacturing
process which earn extra
revenue. These are the
production of sound
attenuators, twin fan units and
balancing dampers.
Extensive investment in the
most up-to·date machinery has
left the company with spare
capacity in each of these areas
over and above that of its own
requirements. Consequently,
dampers, twin fan units and
attenuators are now produced
as a separate exercise for
others.
There have also been
unexpected areas of
development in the heating
sector. A typical example is the
enamelling oven which was
specially developed for
Redbro's own unique
requirements. Given their
experience in both the air
movement and heating
industries, they found it easier
to devise a system themselves
best suited to their own
requirements. However, others
with similar and/ or related
needs have asked them to
develop systems for them.
This is not a business which
is actively canvassed but, where
appropriate and where it can be
easily incorporated into the
schedule of the factories, such
work is taken on.

Projects List

Agency

Portfolio
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RAINWATER

Design
Consideration
Critical
By Dudley Foster
Contrary to what we might feel
that at times it rains quite a lot
in Ireland, in fact two out of
three hourly observations will
not report any measurable
rainfall. The average number of
wet days (days with more than
1mm of rain) ranges from
about 150 days along the East
and South-East coasts, to about
225 days a year in parts of the
West Average hourly rainfall
ammounts in Ireland are quite
low, ranging from 1 to 2mm.
Short-term rates can of course
be much higher: for example,
an hourly total of 1Omm is not
uncommon and totals of 15 to
20 mm in an hour may be
expected to occur once in five
years. Hourly totals exceeding
25 mm are'rare in this country
and when they occur they are
usually associated with heavy
thunderstorms. (See Figure 1).

Disposing of rainwater from
bUildings to the surface water
drain efficiently might well be
thought of as a very well
established area of the building
product scene. However, over
the years many new
developments in products and
materials have taken place
which have resulted in greater
economy and ease of
installation.
The design of the building is
the major determining factor as
to the method that the
rainwater will be dispersed. A
pitched roof will by necessity
require a gutter, whereas a flat
roof may be drained using flat

roof outlets or by gutters.
The designer has a number
of points to consider before
selecting the rainwater system.
First of all there is the roof area
to be drained - what capacity
must the gutter system be able
to take and how many
downpipes required? The
recommended methods of the
design of roof drainage is given
in BS 6367: 1983 (formally
CP308). Section 3, Clause 7, of
the Code gives very
comprehensive information on
the design of systems in a .
variety of situations. The Code
should be referred to whenever
large industrial type installations
are envisaged or whenever
particularly severe weather
conditions are expected.
In most domestic housing
circumstances, 110wever, it will
normally suffice to bear in mind
the following main criteria:

(1 ) Effective Roof Area
Recent analysis shows that
maximum fainfall intensities are
usually associated with an
angle of descent in the order of
26 0• The result of this is that,
while effective roof area in the
case of a flat roof - Le. a roof
having a pitch less than 100 can be considered equivalent to
the plan area of the roof, an
extra allowance has to be made
in the case of a pitched roof.
. This extra allowance is equal to
half the projected area of the
roof as shown. (See Figure 2).
(2) Rainfall Intensity
Roof drainage calculations are
normally based on a rainfall
intensity of 75mm per hour.
(3) Gutter Capacities

Effective area of rool

LW +

LH
-2-

Table A shows canying
capacities in litres per second
for Mariey gutters in various
conditions.
Calculation of effective roof
area. (FlQure 3).
Effecitive roof area equals
(10x5) (lOX3) = 65.0 m 2

+

2
It can be shown that to
convert effective roof area into
run-off in 1/sec (assuming a
rainfall intensity of 75mm per
hour), it is necessary simply to
multiply by 0.0208.
So, 65 X 0.0208 = 1.35
1/sec.
From this it can be seen that
the roof may be drained either
by:

Other configurations also
suit giving varying degrees of
over-capacity.
The size of gutter and the
placement of the outlets will
have a direct bearing on the
underground drainage
requirements and careful
consideration should be given
to this.
The actual choice of the
rainwater system may be based
on the aesthetic requirements
of the building - profile and
colour - or simply cost Other
points worth considering are:
(1) Maintenance - cost of
painting if any;
(2) Can the system be easily

Laid level.

Outlet at centre.

125mm n.h.r.

Laid 1/600.

Outlet one en(1.

Deepflow.

Laid level.

Outlet one end.

Flowline.

Laid level.

Outlet one end.

1OOmm n.h.r.

Outlet at one end

Table A
gutter
laid
level
1OOmm n.h.r.·

=

.77

gutter laid
to a faD
of 1/600
.93

Outlet at centre
gutter
laid
level

gutter laid
toa fall
of 1/600

1.51

1.82

125mm n.h.r.·

1.14

1.36

2.12

2.54

Deepflow

1.83

2.21

3.51

4.21

150mm Industrial

2.41

2.89

4.83

5.80

Flowline (square)

1.46

1.75

2.92

3.50

Classic ogee

2.16

4.15

• Nominal Half Round
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RAINWATER
extended or damaged parts
replaced?
The choice of materials is
vast and the cost of the different
materials vary enormously.
Traditional materials in metal
are expensive and need
painting. They have largely
been replaced by throughcoloured PVc. Plastic rainwater
systems were first introduced in
1957 and development over
the past 30 years has led to
improvements in design and a
wider choice of profiles. PVC is
light but durable and therefore
very easy to install. It will
withstand the weight of ladders,
it is not easily damaged and will
never need painting. Should the
need arise, it is easy and
economical to extend the
system. The choice of profiles
available ranges from halfround to the traditional ogee
section with circular and square
downpipes. The choice of
colours is good with systems
available in black, grey, white
and brown.
Flat roofs are more often
drained using fulbora type roof
outlets. The pipework from
tHese is normally taken down
through columns and must be
sealed to prevent spillage in
case of blockage. Sizes range
from 68mm to 160mm and are
available in PVC and cast metal.
They are normally fitted with
gratings to prevent debris
entering the pipework.
• This article was specially
written for Irish H&V News by
Dudley Foster ofMarley
Flooring & Plumbing Ltd.

(lnidare
Terrain Catering for
.Every Need
Today's rainwater systems are
designed to be long'lasting and
relatively maintenance-free.
Manufactured in uPVC to
standards that are accepted
worldwide, they offer a variety of
profiles and colours to suit all
needs and tastes.
Terrain's systems are no
exception, providing an efficient
means to dispose of rainwater.
Available in three ranges - half
round, square and large
capacity system - they all
boast features that help solve

• The extensive Unidare Terrain range includes rainwater systems and roof
and balcony outlets as shown above..

problems. For example, the half
round system has a rainwater
shoe with a raised nib on the
groove around the socket that
locates into corresponding
grooves in the pipe clip,
allowing one of five different
positions to be selected.
The square system has
extendable pipe clips, giving an
adjustment of up to 32mm to
clear projections without the
need for packing pieces.
The large capacity streamline
has a new overslung gutter
bracket that provides an
aesthetically pleasing outline.
Not only do Unidare·Terrain
offer efficient systems as
standard but also they can
design and fabricate special
fittings to suit particular
problems or site requirements.
Although Terrain produce a
vast amount of different fittings
in their soil, waste, buried drain
and rainwater systems, there
are many occasions where
standard fittings just simply
won't do. Perhaps an unusual
roof design has been called for
or there may even have been an
unforeseen problem on site.
In situations like those,
special fittings are required and
Unidare·Terrain with their many
years of experience in plastics
have been helping solve them.
Basically the range is limitless,
although most situations can
be satisfied by modifying
standard fittings and where
necessary sheet work can also
be undertaken, for example,
where hoppers are used.
Many of the fittings have a
regular call off, so much so that
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a catalogue of the more
standard Special Fittings has
been produced with gUide
prices.
Now and again, everybody
can hit problems in plumbing
and drainage. Those tricky
situations when none of the
standard fittings seem to fit the
bill. But, next time it happens to
you, just remember this: the
Terrain Special Fittings team
can almost certainly find a fast,
cost-effective and totally
practical way around your
problem. Just get in touch.
They have a unique range of
skills, plus over 20 years
applied experience.
• Details from Unidare plc,
Jamestown Road, Dublin 11.
(Tel: 01·771801).

Wavin offer
range of
Quality
Rainwater
Systems
The introduction ofWavin
Osma Rainwater systems to the
Irish market last year was
enthusiastically received by the
building industry. "The
reaction," said Larry Carr,
Wavin'sMarketing and Sales
Manager, "was extremely
positive. Apart from the quality
of the products, bUilders know
that as Ireland's major
manufacturer and supplier of
pvc pipe systems, Wavin can

it The Wavin Osma Swivelock
Outlet, a revolutionarydesignfeature
in uPVC rainwater systems.
guarantee the type of service
and support that they would
expect from a market leader."
The systems offer a wide
choice of colours, shapes and
sizes and include a number of
unique features such as the
patented Swivelock Outlet and
the FlexiclipJoint. The
Swivelock Outlet is probably
the most revolutionary design
feature introduced into uPVC
rainwater systems.
This 'hydrodynamic' outlet
solves the unsightly problem of
affect bends coming apart from
the outlet or slipping as a result
of the weight of the offset
assembly or by movement
caused by expansion and
contraction. The offset is
permanently attached to
the outlet, but can swivel in any
direction to enable a simple
offset connection to be made to
the down·pipe, even when it is
not in line with the outlet. The
principle of the Swivelock
Outlet is that water being
collected by a larger gutter can
be drained into a standard
downpipe.

Fitting
Incorporated into all Wavin
Osma gutter fittings is the
unique Flexiclip joint. Fixing is
simple as it is only the clip that
is flexed rather than the whole
fitting of the gutter. This
ensures an easy, positive,
permanently water tight joint
every time.
Wavin Osma Rainwater
Systems also include a range of
brackets for unusual
applications. There are four
systems available, Roundline,
Squareline, Superline and
Roofline, Wavin's aim is to
maintain its leading position in
both the above and below
ground plastics drainage
markets, now and in future.
It is a policy which Wavin
pursues with single-minded
determination. The result is that
the Wavin name is today
probably the best known and
most respected brand in the

20
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RAINWATER
schemes, Wavin's product list
has all the combinations and
permutations required. Wavin
has more I.I.R.S. certified
products than any other
manufacturer in Ireland and is
the only company in its field to

• Wavin Osma rainwater systems.

market The extensive range of
top quality products is one of
the reasons why Wavin has
achieved this leading position.
Wavin is committed to
continued heavy investment in
the development of new and
innovative products.
This commitment to
innovation has resulted in
recent years in a £3 million
investment programme. The
investment was an aggressive
move for a company closely
related to the building and
construction industry, an
industry which has seen severe
re~uctions in activity levels
since the start of the decade.
Supplying over one thousand
individual products for the
construction industry, local
authorities, farming
communities and group water

Simply More
Choice From
Marley
Whatever the architectural style
or physical requirements, there
is a Marley eaves gutter system
to suit every building. Marley
Flooring & Plumbing Ltd of
Lucan, Co Dublin, provide four
complete systems - Half
Round, Deepflow, Flowline and
Classic - tDgether with a full
technical advisory service, so
Marley have the answer for all
rainwater problems. The Half
Round, Deepflow and Flowline
Systems are all manufactured
in Lucan by Marley Extrusions
Ireland Ltd and carry the
Guaranteed Irish symbol.
Marley Half Round - The
Marley Half Round eaves
gutters in uPVC offer three
complete systems: 100mm
(4") Gutter with 68mm Pipe;

have been awarded the
855750 "Quality Systems"
Mark.
Quality is paramount at the
Balbriggan plant where a
stringent control programme is
employed, ensuring quality
from the moment the raw
materials enter the factory.
Inspections are continuously
carried out on pipes as they are
extruded. Surface finish, both
interior and exterior, is checked;
wall thickness and outside
diameters are carefully
monitored to ensure that they
come within specific tolerances
and chamfers are checked to
make certain that the pipe
lengths will joint correctly and
perform satisfactorily.
The result of such rigorous
testing is the consistently high
standard of products which
Wavin manufacturesproducts which their customers
can rely on. The majority of
builders,local authorities and
contractors around the country
use Wavin pipe systems - a
true indication of their reliability.

125mm (5") Gutter with 68mm
or 81 mm Pipe; and 150mm
(6") Industrial Gutter with
11 Omm pipe. All three systems
are available in black and grey.
The 1OOmm and 125mm
systems use the well proven
Marley gutter joint with separate
jointing strap located between
notches on the spigot and
socket. The strap compresses
the gutter spigot down against
the synthetic rubber seal I
which is secured in every
socket. When correctly
assembled the joint cannot pull
apart and it will absorb the
expansion and contraction of
of the gutter while maintaining
a watertight seal.
The 150mm industrial half
round gutter is manufactured
to meet the demands and
specifically designed for those
larger Industrial Roof areas
requiring a greater carrying
capacity gutter. This system
employs the notch technique
but the jointing strap has been
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replaced by integral moulded
retaining nibs on the gutter
fittings.
Marley Deepf/ow - The Marley
Deepflow system is a 11 Omm x
75mm deep semi-elliptical
uPVC gutter designed to
produce improved gutter
jointing, better self.cleansing
flow characteristics and
increased capacity.
Deepflow gutters are joined
by the spigot, synthetic rubber
seal and socket method and
two systems of uPVC
downpipes and fittings are
available: a circular 68mm
range and a 65mm square
design, both in white, grey,
brown and black.
The dimensions of the
Deepflow gutter produce a
maximum flow capacity
equivalent to that of a 150mm
nominal half round gutter.
Martey F10wline - Marley
Flowline presents all the same
practical benefits as Marley
Deepflow in redUcing the
number of rainwater pipes
required on each installation,
with consequent savings in
the cost of underground
drainage pipework.ln addition
Marley Flowline incorporates a'n
improved jointing system.
The well-proven notch
technique is preserved to
control thermal movement of
assembled lengths of gutter,
but separate gutter straps are
replaced by integral retaining
nibs on injection moulded
fittings. A synthetic rubber seal
is fitted in a deep moulded
recess within the socket of
gutter fittings, and no adhesive
is required to secure the flexible
seal in position.
The 116mm x 60mm deep
box-gutter shape of Marley
Flowline provides engineers
and builders with a choice of
profile and also produces a
maximum flow capacity of 133

litres/second when fitted level
with an outlet at one end.
Marley Flowline gutters,
65mm square and 68mm
circular downpipes and fittings
are available in brown, black
and white.
Martey Classic - By virtue of its
120mm x 75mm deep basic
box section, the uPVC Marley
Classic gutter system is
complementary to Marley
Flowline. However its moulded
'Ogee' style front ~ffers an
architectural effect that is much
in demand.
The complex shape makes
the compression method of
jointing unsuitable and
moulded gutter fittings
therefore have short solvent
weld sockets which provide
slots to receive spigot ends of
gutters.
Special consideration must
be given to accommodate
thermal movement of the
solvent welded-gutter assembly.
This is achieved by ensuring
that stopends are free to move
and by fitting the appropriate
number of expansion unions.
Provision for expansion and
contraction must be provided
between all fixed points where
the gutter length exceeds three
~tres, and an expansion
union must always be located
between two outlets irrespective
of distance.
~r1ey Classic gutters and
fittings are available in black
and White and can be used in
conjunction with either the
65mm square or 68mm
circular range of downpipes
and fittings.
Martey Service ;- Detailed
product brochures on all four
systems and a full technical
advisory service are available
from Marley Flooring &
Plumbing Ltd, Laraghcon,
Lucan, Co Dublin, (Tel: 01280691); Fax No: 280318.

• Deep'j1ow boxeavesfrom Marley.
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Wavin sells more PVC piping
for one simple reason.
We're the best.
Wavin PVC systems are made in Ireland
from the finest materials, designed for today's
chemicals and detergents, and are environmentally
safe. And Wavin systems are engineered for
maximum strength and ease of installation.
Three decades of intensive research and
development in Ireland have paid off. Wavin is
synonymous with leading technology, providing
modem, innovative solutions to age-old problems.
Why take a chance on anything less than Wavin?

(WaVID)
There's more in our pipeline!
Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 1988
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Insurance View of Factory Safety.

12/5/88

Maintenance Management

Silver Springs
Hotel,
Cork

Trade Union Approach to Maintenance
Management.

Organisation for Maintenance - A Case Study.
Organisation for Maintenance - A Case Study.
Training for Maintenance Management.
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Training Requirements and Procedures for
Maintenance Management
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EMAlNMA NEWS
ONE-DAY COURSES AND
FACTORY VISITS

SEMINARS AND
CONFERENCES'

10 March
Kees Hotel, Stranorlar, Co. Donegal.
15 March
Wang Laboratories, Limerick

Venue: EOLAS CONFERENCE CENTRE
Refrigeration for the daily, meat and poultry
industries 3/4 May
Good boiler house practice - 17/18 May

18 May
A. Guinness & Son Ltd., Dublin.

Eighth National Energy Management Conference 24 May

Factory visits to view energy and maintenance systems
in operation.
Attendance at these factory visits is limited to 20.
Details and reservations:

PA(JLA M(JLHALL
Eolas, Dublin. Tel: 01-37CH 01 Ext. 2608

D
D
D
D

Health and Safety at Work - 25/26 May
Further information on any of the above seminars
from
HELEN SINGLETON
Reservations, Industrial Education Programme,
Eolas, Glasnevin, Dublin 9. Tel: 01-370101, Ext. 2371

BRAND LEADING range of SEVENTY
models including single and twin fan
versions, with performances to 3.7mj3 sec.
and pressure development up to 1000 p.a.
Performances tested in our BSI
approved latx::>ratory to BS 848 Part 1: 1980
and BS 848 Part 2: 1985.
Performance data to CAME scheme
recommended standards.
. Manufactured, in galvanised sheet steel
With propnetary flanges in the heart of the
industrial Midlands.
'
Powered by the wortd renowned Z/A
external rotor motor, and fitted with
HOTSPOTMOTOR PROTEGION as standard.
Most models speed controllable.
Full range of supportive ancillaries.

CENTRIFUGAL IN-LINE DUCT FANS
AVAILABLE VIA BELFAST & DUBUN DISTRIBUTORS

ENVIRONMENTAL SUPPLY CO. LIMITED (0232) 5332
DAN CHAMBERS LIMITED 01- 720448

roof units group
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ICIBSE NEWS
Fire SafetyCurrent
Legislation
'Unsatisfactory'
At a technical evening on 22
January last at Clyde Road
in Dublin, fire safety
consultant John Connolly
presented a lecture to a
'gathering of CIBSE
members, their guests and
students at which he stated
that the current position
with regard to legislation is
"unsatisfactory" .
Mr Connolly was speaking
from a background of over
15 years as a Chief Fire
Officer and 10 years as a fire
advisor to the Department of
the Environment.
He stated that the existing
Fire Services Act 1981 which empowers the
Minister of the Environment
to make Regulations - is
inadequate to deal with
present-day situations. "No
fire Regulation has been
made under this Act yet",
he said, "and consequently

Fire Officers are confused
as to their obligations and
legal powers."
Mr Connolly went on to
say that various guides,
recommendations and rules
have been proposed by civil
servants in the Department
of the Environment while the
Chief Fire Officers'
Association has also
provided a guide on fire
safety in public houses.
However, these
documents have no legal
standing according to Mr
Connolly and indeed, he
said that fire officers
requirements were not
always ba~ed on statute law.
He suggested that the
proper authority for the
enforcement of legislation
under the Fire Services Act
1981 is each local County
and/or City Manager.

Mid Career Courses in
Building Services
Last year approximately 2000 building services engineers
attended one-day CPD courses and seminars at three
centres - London, Wolverhampton and Edinburgh.
The success of the programme has encouraged a more
ambitious series of courses this year, covering a wide range
of subjects. All the various disciplines encompassed by
CIBSE are included.
Comprehensive brochures on these courses will be
distributed with the next newsletter. An indication of
available courses is given by the March '88 programme
listed below:
DATE
March
March
March
March

COURSE
VAV Air Conditioning Design
Energy Efficient Lighting Systems
Managing Safety in Design & Construction
Managing The Commissioning of HVAC
Plant
March 10thRoom Air Distribution Design
March 11thBoiler Control and Performance
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol27/iss2/1
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• L-R: P J Doy/e, Vice Chairman, CIBSE: Republic of Ire/and Branch with
John Connolly, Fire and Safety Consultant; Hugh Munro, Chairman CIBSE,
Republic ofIre/and Branch; and Arno/d Torrens, De Lap & Wailer.

Clontarf
Castle Ladies
Night
A ladies night with a
difference - a cabaret
supper - was recently
organised for Clontarf
Castle. It attracted 170.
Paddy Cole and his
famous Capitol Showband
of yore had the crowd going
from an early stage of the

proceedings. He was ably
supported by comedian Bal
Moane and singer Ronan
Collins of RTE. It was really
a great night and at £12 a
head all agreed that it was
value for money. Anybody
who had hair let it downbut even the unfortunates
without, enjoyed a good
night.
Walkers surprised all the
ladies with an orchid - a
most acceptable gift.

FORTHCOMING EVENTS
Date

Activity

Venue

24/3/88

Technical EveningFire Protection by John Connolly
(Visit also to Beamish & CraWford)

Regional College
Cork
6 pm/6.30 pm

7/4/88

Technical EveningReconair Awards

College of
Technology,
Bolton SI.
6pm

14/4/88

Technical EveningTCS Awards & A.G.M.

College of
Technology,
Bolton SI.
6 pm/6.30 pm

21/4/88

Technical EveningStephens Green Development

Engineers Club
Clyde Road

23/4/88

Technical VisitStephens Green Development
By McArdle McSweeney O'Malley

6 pm/6.30 pm
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~oppercraft Ltd.
KYLEMORE PARK NORTH.
BALLYFERMOT. DUBLIN 10

DISTRIBUTORS
THROUGHOUT IRELAND FOR

ex ALFA-LAVAL
THERMAL

TELEPHONE:

Plate Heat Exchangers

265146/7 265813· FAX

Domestic hot water
or heating services
Plate heat exchangers make excellent
non-storage calorifiers, offering spacesaving, easy maintenance and in most
cases are inexpensive even though constructed in stainless steel. Instantaneous
water heating is recognised as far more
efficient in energy costs and space requir~
ments when compared to storage caIOTlfiers and PHE is now widely accepted as
one of the leaders in the field of nonstorage calorifier equipment.
PHE's have been successfully installed
for such applications as domestic hot
water serVIces, showers, kitchen facillities and wash-down duties.

Hot water supply

Sports Clubs
Hospitals
Hotels

Your application

Fresh water

Oth r applications:
Swimming pool heating
Space heating
Calorifier replacement
Shell &Tube replacement

Boiler
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INEW PRODUCTS & LITERATURE
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• Tht: new edition of the Pump Selection Guide, published by Grundfos
Pumps Ltd. Designedfor use by specijiers and engineers, the guide provides the
latest information on Grundfos industrial, submersible and heating pump
ranges.

by draining and refilling is not
81ways conven ient or
practical and theoretical
calculations, if performed
accurately, are tedious and
time consuming.
Now it is possible to
establish thewatercontentof
a system easily and
accurately, with new Fernox
CTL-4 capacity test liquid.
Fernox CTL-4 is a trace
solution which isadded tothe
system and left to circulate
until it has become evenly
distributed throughout the
whole installation. Then,
samples of CTL-4 treated
water are taken from distant
points in the system and sent
to Fernox for analysis and
report. By accurately
measu ring the concentration
of the returned samples, the
Fernox laboratory can
determine the system
capacity to ± 1% accuracy
and will report back within
seven days from receipt of
the samples.
CTL-4 is compatible with
cast-iron, steel, copper.
brass, aluminium. most
plastics and various Fernox

cleansers and anti-corrosion
treatments. It is nonconsumable and will not
react with, or disturb existing
sludge and scale deposits.
The concentrate is alkaline
but non-toxic and deep pink
in colour.
The optimum quantity of
CTL-4 to use is 2.5 litres per
1000 litres system capacity.
For obvious reasons, this
figure is not critical and a
'guesstimate' will suffice.
The new Fernox publication
No. IS26, describes CTL-4,
gives full instructions for its
use and provides details of an
additional four methods of
assessing and water capacity
of a heating installation.
Fernox CTL-4 is supplied
in 2.5, 5 and 25 Iitr
containers.
Details from Hevac Ltd.,
Ballymount Road, Clondalkin, Dublin 22. (Tel: 519411);
Telex: 30324.

Grundfos Pump
Selection Guide
A new edition of the Pump
Selection Guide has been
published by Grundfos
Pumps Ltd.
Designed for use by
specifiers and engineers. the
guide provides the latest
information on Grundfos
Industrial, Submersible and
Heating pump ranges.
Recently launched products now included in the
guide are hot water service
circulators; UP/UPS light
commercial circulators;
UMC/UPC multispeed
commercial circulators; and
booster sets for the CH

booster pump and JP5 jet
pump.
Arranged in 11 sections for
easy reference, the new
Pump Selection Guide
contains details on product
types, performance curves,
installation, electrical data
and accessories.
The guide. which is
pocket-s ized, retai ns its
spiral-binder and hardwearing blue cover. Copies from
Grundfos (Ireland) Ltd. Unit
34, Stillorgan Industrial
Park, Blackrock, Co. Dublin,
(Tel: 954926).

Determining System
Capacity
reasonably accurate figure
For a heating system to be
chemically dosed at the for its water capcity. With
correct strength. it is large industrial and commerimportant to have a cial systems, measurement
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol27/iss2/1
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Flexiflow Heat Coupler
Robinson (Kilbride) Ltd of
Wicklow has published a
preliminary leaflet on the
Flexiflow heat coupler which
it intends to introduce to the
domestic central heating
market in the near future.
Development of this heat
coupler - whose operation
is explained in the leaflet arose from practical experience with many existing, but
unsatisfactory, solid fuel
domestic heating installations.
In attempting to correct
these, apart from dealing
with the more obvious safety
features, it became increasingly clear that the usual
guidelines, eg use of injector
and swept tees, etc., fell far
short of ensuring that
optimum performance could
be achieved in all cases, over
a wide range of operating
conditions.

What was needed, Robin
son felt, was a more positive
and more easily-applied
means than hitherto available
of promoting adequate water
flow in the proper direction
through the various system
components and which
could accept appreciable
variations, or even minor
errors, in design and
installation.
Hence the Flexiflow Heat
Coupler. which has undergone extensive field trials.
Robinson are now confident
that its general acceptance
as an essential component of
any well-designed solid fuel
heating system would be of
mutual benefit to OEM's.
installers and end usersalike.
Details from Robinson
(Kilbride) Ltd, Kilmurry.
Kilbride, Co Wicklow, (Tel:
04048202).
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Treatments for Large
Systems
Heating Engineers faced
with the task of restoring the
efficiency of a commercial or
industrial heating installation
will find plenty of useful
information in a new Fernox
publication entitled "Cleansing and Corrosion-Proofing
Commercial and Industrial
Heating Installations",
(publication reference IS39).
While the primary effects of
corrosion are obvious pinholded radiators and
pipework, the secondary
effects are sometimes
difficult to identify, and
usually troublesome and
costly to correct. They
include poor heat emission,

fuel wastage, 'pump seizure
and premature failure of the
boiler, valves and control
equipment. IS39 explains
how to avoid these problems
in new systems and provides
practical guidance for
restoring the heating
efficiency of old installations.
Copies of IS39 are
available free of charge on
request from Fernox Mfg Co
Ltd, Britannica Works,
Clavering, Essex CB11 4QZ,
(Tel: 0799-85811); Telex:
81892. General enquiries
should go direct to sole
distributors, Hevac Ltd., (Tel:
519411).

• Danfoss "comfort lever" controls .... details from J J Sampson.

Danfoss 'Comfort Lever'
These days it is possible for
elderly and physically
handicapped people to
remain living in their houses
instead of being sent to
institutions.
When most chores have to
be managed alone, there will
always be a number of them
that create problems unless
fittings etc are installed with
more care than usual.
If, for example, it is difficult
o use an ordinary handle or
setting knob, it will be
difficult to turn heating up or
down at the radiator.
A Danfoss rad iator
thermostat for remote
control equipped with a
comfort lever is a solution

which also gives savings and
better comfort.
The thermostat handle can
be located up to about 8
meters from the radiator at a
convenient height and within
reach.
Practically everyone can
manage the comfort lever
because all that is needed to
turn the thermostat between
normal and save position, (eg
230C-170C) is a horizontal
push.
Details from JJ Sampson
Ltd, . 71 Cherry Orchard
Industrial Estate, Ballyfermot Road, Dublin 10, (Tel:
268111); Telex: 92219 JJSS
El; Fax: 269334.

Reynolds Flashings
KM Reynolds (Ireland) Ltd
are agents and distributors
for the Dektite f1ashings and
Kektite Soaker Flashings as
illustrated in their new
specially-produced brochures. As can be seen from
these brochures, these
flashings are specifically
manufactured for use in
industrial situations on roof
decking of any profile.
There are two types - one
manufactured from EPDM
ana me other from silicone

rubber which allows
constant pipe temperatures
up t0200 degrees. centigrade,
and higher intermittent
temperatu res.
These prod ucts are
precisely what a certain
sector of the industry has
required for so long.
Details from KM Reynolds
(Ireland) Ltd, Unit 2,
Knockmitten Lane, Naas
Road, Dublin 12, (Tel:
520333); Telex: 93295.
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• The' Bermuda 'GF', housed in a classic regency style surround. Fire
Output - 3.8kW (13,000 Btu/h); Height - 706mm (21% ',; Depth - 326mm
(12 13/ 16 " . Details from Brooks Thomas.

BaxiGo Propane.
BAXI- In co-operation with
Brooks Thomas Ltd, their
sole distributors in the
Republic of Ireland - has
launched a new range of gas
fires and central heating
units developed specially for
use with propane gas.
They have held seminars in
a number of centres
throughout the country
recently, com:luding the
series in Jury's Hotel, Dublin
at which the units displayed
were for use with natural gas.
Included in the range are:
Two new "living flame" fires
which are worthy of special
menti,on, the coal beds

which are particularly
realistic in appearance; and
The new Bermuda gas flame
Super models which incorporate the latest in the living
flame picture, and taking the
concept one step further,
"produce the most life-like
coal effect fire on the
market". All of this, in
addition to the highlyefficient back boiler which
produces a further 55,000
BTU's per hour.
Details from Brooks
Thomas Ltd, p.a. Box 17,
Bluebell, Naas Road, Dublin
12, (Tel: 783422/502566);
Telex: 4891.
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PLUMBLINES
While the idea of
Plumblines is to
incorporate as many
"snippets" as
possible, I make no
apologies this
month for
concentrating on
one event - the
IDHE/COPPERCRAFT/ ALFALAVAL technical
evening in the
Montrose Hotel on
·25 February last.
Not only was the
evening an "allindustry" affair- it
was also a national
event. Those in
attendance had
come from as far
afield as Kilkenny,
Sligo and Galway.
The professional
mix included
contractors,
consultants,
industry personnel
and representatives
from the Board of
Works, the Office of
Public Works, the
Eastern Health
Board, Eolas and
Dublin Gas.
There were about
110 present in total
and they were
treated to an
excellent
presentation by Olof
Obrant, Mech Eng,
MSc, Alfa-Laval
Thermal Technical
Sales Manager. The
occasion marked
the introduction by
Coppercraft neWly-appointed
agents and .
distributors for AlfaLaval - of the
company's plate

PLUMBLINES
******
Gerry Phelan has
also adopted a
pioneering
approach in the area
of air improvement
products. His efforts
at both commercial
and trade level are
breaking new
ground from which
others will
undoubtedly
benefit.

• Olof Obrant, Alfa-Laval with Vincent Duffy, ID HE President; Terence Madigan, Coppercraft;
and Oliver Reddy, Secretary, CIBSE, at the IDHE technical meeting in the Montroselastmonth.
See also page 6,

and all-embracing
audience reflects
the growing wisdom
and indeed overall
standing of the
IDHE.ltwas
especially
encouraging to see
the likes of Oliver
Reddy and some of
his CIBSE
colleagues present.

******

But what of other
matters ... ? It's
frightening how
concerned and even
anxious key people
within the industry
have become about
the deteriorating (as
they see it) situation
in regard to the
newly-established
Eolas. Talk now of
the "Eolas brain
drain" concerning
enforced and - a
worse indication willing departures of
top-quality
personnel in all
heat exchanger
departments points
(non-storage
to a technical
calorifier) .
capability void
While the evening which could be
was an IDHE event
catastrophic.
'in principle, the
And if I were to
decision of the
print even the ti niest
Institute (in
percentage of
association with
stories related to me
Coppercraft) to
in confidence by
invite such a diverse those in all
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol27/iss2/1
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departments still
employed there it
would cause
absolute mayhem.
Political lobbying
(with a capital "P")
to secure se'IiIJr
appointments has,
accordin~ to certain
sources, worked
well for some while
others have not
been so successful.
In turn this has had
a domino effect
within the
organisation with
people being moved
from positions for
no apparent
professional reason
only to see the posts
filled by those less
p rofessionallyqualified - and
sometimes even less
capable - though
the two don't
necessarily go hand
in hand.
I've also heard
classic tales of
whole departments
being shifted from
"pillar to post"someti mes the
distance involved
being a matter of
meters - again for
no apparent logical·
reason.
It's an indictment
on the whole
structure of the new
organisation that
even as I write Jo.hn

Hayden is still only
"Acting" Chief
Executive according
to the Information
Section of the
Department of
Industry &
Commerce. And this
after many months
of planning and a
full two months into
the formal operation
of the new body.

******
Disturbing reports
concerning belowcost activity in a
specific sector of
the building services
sphere of operation
are all the more
unpalletable for
those adversely
affected because
the people
concerned should
know better given
their own former
bitter experience.

******
Grundfos continued
with thei r high
marketing profile
and educational
approach with a
further three
lectures/presentations on the Series
200 in Galway,
Limerick and Cork
recently.

******
Jimmy Boucher's
H&V Distributors
are still on the
acquisition trail. On
meeting Charlie
Billings at the IDHE
evening in the
Montrose Hotel I
learned that hte
the company now
has the exclusive
agency for Itermes
components which
cover everything
from flow-switches
to expansion tanks
to manometers and
hydrometers.

******
But to end on a sad
note. I'm sure the
industry joins with
me in extending
sincere sympathies
to Gordon McCabe
and his young
family on the tragic
death of his wife,
Mineille, last month.
Given the brave
front Gordon has
maintained
throughout her
illness, not many
were aware of the
difficult time he was
going through. I
have been asked by
many to let you
know that their
thoughts are with
you Gordon.
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Guide} available free if you write to us at
Whatever the application} few pumps
apply themselves quite as well as Grundfos. one of the addresses below. You can also
contact your nearest Grundfos stockist
Take} for example} our Boiler Feed}
Pressure Boosting} Heating} HWS and
Ohilled Water Oirculating pumps} Borehole
Submersible and Sump Pump ranges.
Grundfos (Ireland) Limited,
Built to last} make them your first
Unit 34, Stillorgan Industrial Park,
choice for reliability, efficiency and durability
Blackrock, Co. Dublin, Ireland.
You'll find detaJls and specifications
Telephone: (01 ) 954926 Telex: 90544 31
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